Project: **DAYBREAK TOWNHOMES**
DESIGNER™ SERIES - Flat in RUSTIC RED
**SIGNATURE® 200**

STANDARD COLORS
26- AND 24-GAUGE MATERIAL

- BURNISHED SLATE*
- POLAR WHITE*
- CHARCOAL GRAY*
- LIGHT STONE*
- HAWAIIAN BLUE** *
- RUSTIC RED*
- KOKO BROWN *
- FERN GREEN*
- COAL BLACK*
- SOLAR WHITE** *

Siliconized Polyester

Polar White is a Straight Polyester.
* Also available in 29-gauge
** Minimum quantities and/or extended lead times required for 24-gauge. Please inquire.

Galvalume Plus® also available.

---

**Project: PANERA BREAD**

**MASTERLINE 16® in SLATE GRAY**

Final color selection should be made from metal color chips.
SIGNATURE® 300

STANDARD COLORS

- Harbor Blue *
- Colonial Red *
- Medium Bronze *
- Pacific Blue *
- Natural Patina **
- Snow White *
- Slate Gray *
- Almond *
- Midnight Bronze *
- Classic Green *
- Everglade *
- Brownstone *
- Tundra *
- Spruce *
- Hunter Green *
- Brite Red **
- Bone White *

Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF);
Low Gloss

* Also available in 24-gauge
** Minimum quantities and/or extended lead times required for 24-gauge. Please inquire.
† Minimum quantities and/or extended lead times required for all gauges. Please inquire.

SIGNATURE® 300 METALLIC

Metallic coatings are directional. Panels and trim must be installed oriented in the same direction to prevent perceived shade variances.

- Copper Metallic **
- Silver Metallic *
Project: LIFE 360 CHURCH

MASTERLINE 16® in PACIFIC BLUE and SLATE GRAY
ULTRA-DEK® in GALVALUME

DESIGNER® SERIES
- 16.0 Fluted
- 12.0 Flat

FW-120
- FW 120-1 (with Bead)
- FW 120-2 (with Bead)

NUWALL®

CLASSIC® SERIES

ARTISAN® SERIES
- L-12
- L-12 (with Beads)

QWIKLOK™

MASTERLINE 16®

CRAFTSMAN™ SERIES
- SB-12
- HB-12

FLEXLOC®

7.2 PANEL

STANDING SEAM:
Vertical Leg
- LOKSEAM®
- BATTENLOK® HS
- SUPERLOK®
- CURVED BATTENLOK®

Trapezoidal Leg
- ULTRA-DEK®
- DOUBLE-LOK®
For complete performance specifications, product limitations and disclaimers, please consult MBCI’s Paint and Galvalume Plus® warranties.

Upon receipt of payment in full, these warranties are available by request for all painted or Galvalume Plus® prime products. Contact your local MBCI Sales Representative or visit www.mbci.com for sample copies.